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Cassiopeia 
No. 14 Vernal Equinox Issue 1977 

CANADIAN ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY 

SOCIETE CANADIENNE D'ASTRONOMIE 

Editor: Colin Scarfe, University of Victoria 
Assoc. Editor: Doug Hube, University of Alberta 

HAVE YOU PAID YOUR DUES? 

Dues for the 1976-77 membership year were payable on October 1, 1976. 
Those who have not yet done so are asked to send their dues to me at 

Department of Physics 
University of Victoria 
Victoria, 
British Columbia V8W 2Y2 

I shall also be happy to collect dues at the forthcoming C.A.S.C.A. 
meeting at the University of Western Ontario. Cheques should be made out 
to Canadian Astronomical Society. Rates are $20.00 for Ordinary Members 
and $10.00 for Student Members. Ordinary Members who are over 60 or 
who are full-time students may pay $10.00. 

J.B. Tatum 
Treasurer 

Deadline for material for the Summer Solstice issue is June 10. Please 
send contributions to either of the editors, and single-spaced so that 
we can maintain some semblance of uniformity without re-typing. 
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Editorial 

This very belated Verna l Equinox issue comes with the greetings of 
the new editors, who can of f er as excuse f or the delay the fact that their 
appointment took place only a few days before the equinox itself. The 
necessity of soliciting articles, coupled with t he inevitable business 
of the end of the university t erm, ha s taken up the interveni ng time. 
So with thanks to all those who responded so promptly to our requests 
for news, here is an issue tha t is vernal , but equinoctial in name only! 

Inevitably at this stage, we ' re feeling our way, learning how to 
tackle the job of keeping Cassiopeia running. We've really had no 
chance to think about editorial policy, and are at presently simply trying 
to follow the path beaten by J ack Heard and David Dupuy . However we 
would be delighted to hear from you, the member s of "C.A.S.C .A", any 
ideas you may have about what Cassiopeia should be , and should be doing, 
even though we may not agree with your views , nor be able to put them 
into practice. We'd like Cassiopeia to continue to be of use to the 
Canadian astronomical community, and we 'd l ike you to tell us how you 
think we can best do this . Any comments ? 

And we'd be even more delight ed to receive contributions to the next 
issue , which we'd like t o bring out as close as possible to l2h14m D.T. 
June 21. This necessitates the deadline of June 10 for receipt of articles. 
So if you see either of us bear i ng down on you at the London meeting, it 
just might be that we hope to persuade you t o contribute an article. 
We'd welcome articles from anyone willing to take the time to write them, 
and we'd prefer not to have to twist any arms. It is your contributions, 
or lack of them, that will make or break Cassiopeia. 

Finally, a word in appreciation of the efforts of our founding editors, 
Jack Heard and David Dupuy. It was they who brought Cassiopeia into being, 
and made it a useful link between the scat ter ed astronomers of Canada. 
We hope we can maintain and develop that link. 

Hope to see you in London. 

Colin Scarfe 



CANAVIAN ASTRONOMY 

Recovery of the Innisfree, Alberta Meteorite 

Ian Halliday, Herzberg Institute of Astrophysics, Ottawa 

A bright fireball observed in northern Alberta on February 5, 1977 
resulted in the recovery of a stone meteorite on February 17 which will 
be known as the Innisfree meteorite after a small town near the place 
of fall. This is the 43rd meteorite to be recovered in Canada but it 
is of very special interest and value because of the astronomical ob
servations of its arrival. 

The camera network known as the Meteorite Observation and Recovery 
Project of N.R.C. has been in operation in the Canadian prairies since 
1971. Reports on the MORP network have been given at two meetings of 
the CAS. The February fireball happened to be close to the Vegreville, 
Alberta MORP station where a fine photograph was secured and a photometric 
device recorded the exact time. Several stations were clouded out but a 
second photograph from Lousana, Alberta provided the two-station observations 
needed for an accurate reduction. Preliminary reductions indicated some 
fragments of the object slowed to 4 km/sec and were luminous down to 
about 20 km height, both encouraging values for the survival of a meteorite. 

A search for the object began in mid-morning of February 17, with 
Arthur Griffin and Ian Halliday from Ottawa, Alan Blackwell and Eldon Hubbs 
from the Saskatoon project office using four snowmobiles with three local 
helpers as drivers. A 2-kg piece of the meteorite was spotted by Ian 
Halliday during the afternoon, lying on the 30-cm layer of snow where 
it had rebounded after striking the frozen wheat field, spreading a 
little dirt for half a metre around the stone. In a· day and a half of 
searching, we covered 2~ square miles, establishing the snowmobile as 
an efficient winter search vehicle when snow conditions are favourable. 
No other pieces have been found, although the photographs suggest that 
five fragments may well have reached the ground. Further searching is 
planned for the snow-free interval before spring plowing. 

The meteorite was taken to BatteDe Pacific Northwest laboratories 
in Richland, Washington, on February 19 where studies of short-lived 
isotopes were begun immediately. A few small pieces have been sent to 
various laboratories for other studies and the main mass is now back in 
Canada. After removal of various samples two major pieces will remain 
with the Department of Geology, University of Alberta, Edmonton, and 
the National Meteorite Collection, Geological Survey of Canada, Ottawa. 

Innisfree is only the third meteorite for which photographic 
observations of the fireball can provide a reliable orbit. The others 
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were Pribram, Czechoslovakia in 1959 and Lost City, Oklahoma in 1970. 
Preliminary data show the Innisfree meteorite had passed perihelion a 
day or two before impact and had an aphelion in the inner part of the 
asteroid belt near 2.5 a.u. Cosmic-ray exposure studies are of special 
interest when this orbital data is available. Innisfree arrived during 
the present prolonged solar minimum whereas Pribram and Lost City 
were shortly after solar maxima, which may lead to different radiation 
exposure histories for isotopes with half lives of two years or less. 

Commission 10 (Solar Activi ty) of the IAU has appointed 

a Working Group to plan an international program for coordi

nated ground and space observations of the Sun during the 

forthcoming maximum of sola r activity. It is the intention 

of the Working Group to organize a program for the Solar 

Maximum Year (SMY) which will f ocus on a few specific problems 

within broader areas of solar research such as the 

following: development of active regions; production of 

flares; generation and ejection of high energy particles and 

electromagnetic energy from flare sites; effects of solar 

activity upon the general magnetic field of the Sun and its 

extensions into interplanetary space. The tentative dates 

for the SMY are from October 1979 to December 1980. 

Close coordination of observing programs and rapid 

exchange of data are envisaged between observatories and 

individual scientists. Participation by theorists will be 

encouraged in planning the SMY as well as in workshops held 

during and after SMY to interpret the results. 

Canadian astronomers interested in proposing projects 

or participating in the SMY can obtain further information 

from: v. Gaizauskas, Herzberg Institute of Astrophysics, 

National Research Council, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada, KIA OR6. 



OBSERVATOIRE ASTRONOMIQUE DU QUEBEC; AVRIL 1977 

par Rene Racine 

Un premi er rapport sur 1a mise en chantier de l'Observatoire 
a paru dans CASSIOPEIA (equinoxe d'automne 1976). A l'epoque, tout 
etait encore 1argement sous forme de projets, dont .certains pre1iminaires. 
Au cours des six derniers mois, ces projets ont atteint leur forme defi
nitive et 1es grandes etapes de realisation commencent a montrer des 
resu1tats concrets. 

Le telescope de 1,6 m 

R. Racine et J. G1aspey ont v i site les ateliers Boller & Chivens 1es 15 
et 16 mars pour constater que 1a construction du telescope suivait 1e 
cheminement prevu. Le grand miroir de 1,6 m etait termine et 1es 
tests pre1iminaires ont reve1e une exce11ente surface. Le secondaire 
filS etait aussi complete et 1es dernieres phases de corrections du 
secondaire Ritchey-Chretien f/8 etaient en cours durant 1a visite. 
La structure du tube et du grand bari11et etaient assemb1ees et on pro
cedait au montage de l'axe po1aire sur 1a base du telescope et des pa1iers 
de dec1inaison. Le montage pre1iminaire comp1et de l'instrument debute 
ce mois-ci et 1es verifications e1ectromecaniques prendront place en mai 
et juin. La 1ivraison, l'insta11ation et la reception finale du teles
cope au Mont Megantic est toujours attendue pour octobre 1977. C'est 
avec un sentiment d'exciternent comprehensible que nous voyons prendre 
forme 1a structure d'un autre telescope canadien. 

Site et batiments 

La route d'acces au site de l'Observatoire sur 1e Mont Megantic (long.: 
71009'; lat.: +47027'; alt.: 1130 m.) a ete terminee au debut d'octobre 
1976 sauf pour un recouvrement aspha1te qui sera pose 10rsque 1a phase 
de construction 10urde au sommet sera comp1etee. Le chantier au site a 
a10rs ete c10s pour reprendre au printemps 1977 avec 1a construction du 
batiment du telescope et du "pavi 110n des astronomes". Pendant l'hiver 
dernier 1a route d'acces n'a evidemment pas ete deb1ayee et a constituee 
une contribution importante de l'astronomie quebecoise aux sports d'hiver 
local si popu1aire qu'est 1a motoneige! 

Les etudes architectura1es et d'ingenierie des batiments ont 
ete comp1etees et 1es appe1s d'offre pour 1a realisation ont ete lances. 
Les premiers travaux de construction debuteront 1e 2 mai 1977. Cette 
phase de la definition precise des structures et des besoins a ete ce11e 
ou 1es temperaments ont 1e plus risque de s'echauffer! Astronomes, archi
tectes et ingenieurs ont chacun des prioritesdifferentes, voire parfois 
incompatibles, et chacun insiste pour faire 1es choses a sa fa~on. Le 
nombre de dessins, schemas, notes de commentaires, etc. echanges entr.e 
nous au cours des derniers six mois est vraiment astronomique! Un con
sei1 pour ceux d'entre vous qui contemp1ez . des projets semb1ab1es: 
i1 ne suffit pas de definir 1es besoins avec precision; i1 faut 1es 
expliquer et 1es justifier en detail. Autrement, vous risquez d'avoir 
une murai11e de six pouces de beton (requise pour des fins structurales) 
entre 1e co11imateur et 1e reseau du spectrographe coude. 
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Le batiment du telescope,que recouvrera une coupole hemisphe
rique de 13 m de diametre fournie par Observa Dome, sera re1ativement 
simple. Sa forme exterieure est conique, ce qui augmente 1es espaces 
disponibles au rez-de-chaussee. On y t rouve deux niveaux. Le rez-de
chaussee est partage entre des espaces reserves a la salle coudee ainsi 
quIa la machinerie auxiliaire (aluminure) et au rangement. A l'etage 
on trouve la salle du telescope qui est entouree sur Ie tiers de sa 
circonference de 1a salle de contrale et d'acquisition des donnees. 
D'autres locaux peripheriques sont: une ga1erie vitree donnant acces 
a 1a salle de contrale et permettant l'accueil des visiteurs, une petite 
chambre noire photographique , une we et une chambre de rangement et d'essai 
pour l'intr umentation . Certains de ces espaces et notamment les 2700 pieds 
cubes de 1a salle de contra1e seront chauffes et climatises. Bien que 
ceci ail1e a l'encontre des principes que p1usieurs de nous tiennent sur 
la construction des dames astronomiques, il a bien fallu se rendre a 
l'evidence ' que 80% du temps d'observation se fera a des temperatures 
inferieures a zero et que l'hiver la temperature au sommet atteint faci
lement 300 C sous zero! Le telescope e t les instruments auxi1iaires seront 
donc pi10tes a di stance a l'aide d'un pupitre de commande , de microproces
seurs, et de systemes de visualisation TV. De plus, et on devait sly 
attendre, toutes les fonctions ont aussi un contra1e local manuel. 

La coupo1e hemispherique a peau simple d'a1uminium sera recou
verte d'une pe inture blanche a l'oxyde de titane. 

En plus du batiment du telescope on construit au site 1e 
"pavilIon des astronomes" qui s ervira de residence et de 1aboratoire, salle 
d'etudes, et bib1iotheque pour 1e personnel au site et 1es astronomes en 
mission. Ce pavilIon comprend entre autres six chambres a coucher pour 
visiteurs, un appartement pour un couple qui sera en residence permanente 
au site, des ateliers de mecanique et d'electronique, un 1aboratoire 
photographique, une salle a diner, une grande salle de sejour, et des 
garages. 

Instrumentation auxi1ia i re. 

Parmi les instruments qui sont en cours de construction on compte: 
-un systeme de guidage et de visualisation TV developpe par J. Glaspey et 
utilisant un tube ISIT, un systeme d'integration et un disque video; 

-une camera photographique c1assique prenant des plaques 20x25 cm et 
incorporant une calibration sensitometrique; ceci est sous la direction 
de S. Demers; 

-un photometre photoelectrique a 2 canaux dont 1a construction est super
visee par A. Moffat; 

-un spectrographe Cassegrain tenant les dispersion al1ant de 200 a 15 
angstroms par rom et uti1isant des de tecteurs photographiques, avec ou 
sans tube-image, ou des detecteurs photoe1ectriques; la definition de 
cet instrument est surtout 1a responsabilite de Glaspey, Hardy et Racine; 

-un polarimetre photoe1ectrique a cel1u1es de Pocke1s qui est la responsa
bi1ite de E. Borra . 

II est deja evident que ma1gre les effectifs en personnel deja 
en place a l'Univers ite de Montreal et a l'Univers i te Laval i1 sera 
diffici1e de produire tous ces instruments pour 1a date de 1a mise en 

service regulier du telescope qui est prevue pour 1e printemps 1978 . 



Personnel scientifique 

En plus des six individus nornmes plus haut comme responsables des ins
truments, deux nouveaux astronomes se joindront a nous cet ete; i1 s'agit 
a l'Universite Laval de Jean-Rene Roy, et a l'Universite de Montreal de 
Gilles Fontaine. Ces neuf scientifiques auxque1s s'ajoutent 1es trois 
astrophysiciens de l'Universite de Montreal (MM. G. Beaudet, G. Michaud 
et J.L. Tassou1) completent 1e contingent actue1 d'astronomes et d'astro
physiciens de la province de Quebec. 

La nouvelle de 1a construction d'un observatoire astronomique 
au Mont Megantic a deja fait son chemin et suscite ici un vif interet tant 
du public que des etudiants. 11 est apparent que ce nouveau point focal 
de l'astronomie canadienne saura soutenir 1a jeune tradition quebecoise 
de la recherche, de l'enseignement et de l'education popu1aire en astro
nomie et en astrophysique. 

The University of Alberta 20-Inch Telesrope 

The last report on the 20-inch telesrope appeared in the Vernal 
Equinox (1976) issue of CASsiopeia where it was implied that the telesrope 
would be ccmpleted and in operation within a feN rronths. I lied. Tests 
made subsequent to that report revealed that differential thennal expansion 
between the primary mirror and its cell was intolerably large. The radial 
edge support system was abandoned in favour of a central support which does 
fully compensate for thennal expansion. This change resulted in several 
rronths of additional work on the back surface and central hole of the 
primary, \\Drk which has been rompleted. Figuring of the mirror began about 
two rronths ago. 

Except for enclosures for the declination and polar drive assemblies, 
the rrechanical parts of the telesrope, including 5- and 6-inch guide 'sropes, 
have been ccmpletely assembled in the shop. In order to carry out preliminary 
tests of the drive and other mechanical romponents a roncrete primary 
"mirror" (N I06:A, ?) has been installed . 

A 30-inch diarreter , vacuum tank has been obtained as surplus equip
rrent fran one research group in this department and vacuum pumps fran yet 
another. Only minor rrodifications (now underway) will be required to 
make this equipnent sui table for roating the mirrors. 

- I::oug Hube 
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19TH CENTU RY BOOKS ON ASTRONOMY 

During the last quarter of the 20 th century, faced as we have been 

with an explosion of knowledge in which astronomy texts have appeared at 

an unprecedented rate, it is well to pa use br ief l y and consider the Cana

dian resources of books on astronomy published in the previous century . 

Astronomy came very much into its own in this country during the second 

half of the 19th century and it seems unwise not to evaluate how well or 

badly off we are with respect to books on 19th century astronomy. 

Will iam Brydone Jack, the first Canadian astronomer, spent the 

period between 1840 and 1885 as a professor at King1s Co l lege, Frederic 

ton, which later became the Univers ity of New Brunswick . In his early 

years at King1s College, Jack assemb led a representative se lec tion of 

19th century books on as tronomy. This unique collect ion has been main

tained there at the Harriet Irving Library ; a number of the holdings in 

this collection do not appear in any other 1 ibrary in Canada. 

In the research on the Brydone Jac k lectures on astronomy, this 

collection has provided a useful guide i n locating many of the references 

and quotations given in his manuscripts. The authors represented in the 

collection are mainly those who were writing basic astronomy, with fewer 

authors representative of the astronomy which would not be considered as 

written for consumption by the general publ ic. 

During my sabbatical year 1973-74, working mainly at that excellent 

1 ibrary of the Royal Astronomical Society located in Burl ington House, 

London, it became very apparent that continuation of the work on the 

Brydone Jack lectures would be facil itated greatly if a small collection 



of 19th century books on astronomy could be assembled before returning 

to Saskatoon. A limited amount of financial support for this undertaking 

had been provided by Canada Counci 1. Through purchases made at book

stores in London and other centres in the United Kingdom, the initial 

acquisitions were obtained before the year ended. 

From 1974 to the present, the collection has grown at a steady al

though by no means at an adequate rate. The generous assistance of col

leagues and friends has made this possible. While airmail service to the 

United Kingdom is very prompt , compared with the internal delivery of 

mail in Canada, the delays bring about a disappointing and frustrating 

loss on each order, as roughly 50 percent of the books are sold before 

the order reaches the dealer . 

The collection has enab l ed me to send a selection of these books 

for display in Winnipeg, Cal gary and Victoria , thanks to the cooperation 

and assistance of members of the R. A. S. C. Centres in these cities. The 

Saskatoon Public Library also mounted an exhibit in which a more exten

sive selection of these books was possible. In deciding which items 

should be included in each exh ib it, an awareness is quickly developed of 

the range of material available and where deficiencies exist in the col

lection. 

The exhibit at Saskatoon was mounted in 1975, which readers will 

recall (WHY NOT) was International Women's Year. An entire display case 

was given over to books from the collection written by women during the 

19th century, a finding that may surprise those chauvinists who still 

have reservations about women entering a field of science such as astro

nomy. Thanks to an article on Agnes Clerke written many years ago by 

Father Burke-Gaffney, steps had been taken to include a number of her 
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texts among the purchases made in the United Kingdom . The high regard 

in which Mary Somerville was held for her text on the Mechanism of the 

Heavens is best shown by the following: 

lilt is unquestionably one of t he most remarkable works 

that female intellect ever produced in any age or country; 

and with respect to the present day, we hazard little in 

saying, that Mrs. Somervi lIe is the on ly individual of her 

sex in the world who could ha ve written it.11 (Edinburgh 

Reviewers.) 

However, there are still a few 19th century authors whose books 

never seem to appear on the second hand market ; sometimes I wonder how 

these texts have vanished so completely and when will copies ever sur

face. But one must be patient; j us t recently two books were purchased 

bearing the persona l l i brary stamp of J. Norman Lockyer , K.C.B., F.R . S., 

indicating that his 1 i brary has been sold recently and probably has 

remained with his heirs from the time of his death in 1920 till the pre

sent. 

Many of us enjoy the pleasant assignment of teaching introductory 

astronomy to successive classes of students to fill a science require

ment. In order to present a perspective of 20th century astronomy with 

Apollo, Mariner, and Viking missions so vividly in the minds of students, 

attention must be given to the astronomy of the past. This can be done 

more readily, and perhaps more forcefully, when adequate reference texts 

can be placed at their disposal. 

In the 20th century, explanations are available for so many astro

nomical phenomena which were unexplained in the 19th century, and the 

comparative approaches on these topics are always a del ight to read. 
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With such an excellent Time Service as is provided now by the National 

Research Council, and formerly by the Dominion Observatory, the task of 

informing a class of students all about Iltime," how astronomers measure 

and define it, should be easy. However , i t is enlightening and chal len-

ging for students when a comparison is made of 19th and 20th century 

definitions of time: 

IITime is , strictly speaking, o f indefinite duration; 

we are, therefore, obI iged to choose some arbitrary unit 

by means of which a measurement of time can be affected. 1I 

IITime is the measure of the instant when an event 

occurs, or it is the i nterva 1 be t ween two events}l 

May I suggest that the time (whatever it is) has arrived when across 

Canada serious attention should be g i ven to the acquisition and prese r -

vat ion of 19th century books on ast ronomy and a r ecord kept of where 

these texts are available for inter l i brary loans. In years to come, you r 

students will thank you, perhaps even praise you, for your efforts. 

J. E. Kennedy 
University of Saskatchewan 
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan. 
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NOTES FROM UNIVERSITIES 

The University of Alberta Carrpus Observatory 

In NovE!T1ber,1975,the 12-inch telescope was rroved fran the site of 
the Devon Observatory and installed on the roof of the Physics building. 
Since Septenber, 1976, the carrpus observatory has been open to the general 
public each Friday evening, and on other weekday evenings for pre-arranged 
group tours of CUbs, Scouts, schcols, etc. During the first six rronths, we 
had a total of just under 1,800 visitors. The program will continue until 
the end of April. 

We have applied for funds to expand the visitors' area so as to 
include rrore photographic displays, rrodels, telescopes ,meteorites, and 
visitor-activated demonstrations of astronomically related physical 
phenarena. We would also like to include displays fran other areas of 
physics such as seismology. 

Several m=mbers of the Ednonton Centre of the R.A.S.C. have 
regularly assisted with Friday night visitors. Without the help of these 
volunteers we would not have been able to continue this program. 

- D:>ug Hube 

The University of Victoria 

Tony Burke is away on leave in New York this academic year. His 
place has been taken, in part, by Ann Gower and Charles Cowley, the 
latter on leave since Christmas from the University of Michigan. 

New students this year are Roel Hurkens from Waterloo and Toronto, 
and Mike Eccles from California. Mark Stenning has completed his M.Sc. 
thesis entitled "A Luminosity Classification of Northern Sb Galaxies". 



NOTES FROM THE DDO 

Phil Kronberg is on a leave of absence, which he is spending at the 
Max-Planck-Institut-fur-Radioastronomie in Bonn, lVest Germany. Bob Garrison is 
winding up a year's sabbatical at the Lick Observatory, during which he cont i nued 
his spectral classification of bright southern stars. Sidney van den Bergh is 
on a six month sabbatical from January to July, and is mainly occupied with 
travelling and observing in the Western United States. 

* * * 

Helen Hogg was the recipient of an honorary Doctor of Science degree 
from the University of Toronto on March 15 at a special convocation celebrating 
the University's sesquicentennial. She was the only woman in the small group 
of honorary graduands that included such disparate luminaries as the Governor 
General of Canada and Marshall McLuhan. 

* * * 

Plans for the 1977 June Institute have now been completed. It will 
run from May 31 to June 3 inclusive, and the speakers will be Anne Cowley 
(Binary Stars, Optical Counterparts of X-ray Sources), Kenneth Pounds (X-ray 
Astronomy), Beatrice Tinsley (Galaxy Evolution, Cosmology), and Donald York 
(Interstellar Matter, Ultraviolet Astronomy). Persons interested in attending 
should contact John Percy, Department of Astronomy, University of Toronto, 
Toronto MSS lA7 as soon as possible. 

* * * 

John Percy has completed a booklet surveying courses of study in 
astronomy available at Canadian universities. Copies are available from him. 

* * * 

Modifications to the cassegrain spectrograph of the 74-inch telescope 
are proceeding. These will greatly improve the speed of the system through the 
use of image slicers and the availability of an image tube focus. 

* * * 
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The University of Western Ontario 

New graduate students at U.W.O. this year are Ichishiro Konno from Ja
pan, Brian Martin from Alberta, Stanley Shadick from Saskatchewan, and 
Douglas Wade from Toronto. 

A number of students successfully completed the requirements for M.Sc. 
degrees. Pierre Bastien submitted a thesis, "Star Formation: Two Dimen
sional Hydrodynamic Collapse Calculations of Cylindrical Clouds". He is 
now doing observati ons o f polarization in T Tauri stars. Rick Crowe sub
mitted a thesis on "Semi-convections in Low Mass Stars". He is now look
ing for a job. Henry Leparskas submitted a thesis on "c III A5696 and HII 
A4686 Emission in OB Stars". He has been wor k ing for the Physics Depart
ment at U.W.O. Chris McAlary submitted a thesis on, "Rapid Photoelectric 
Photometry of White Dwarfs ". He is now a graduate student at Toronto. 

Graduate students Lorence Tomaszewski, Norm Scrimger, Herb Falk, Ian 
Thompson successfully passed their Ph.D. qualifying exams . 

Dr. Bin Kang Cheng, University of San Paulo , Brazil, was here as Visit
ing Professor from mid-December to mid-February, and gave a series of lectures 
on the Motion of the Trojan Asteroids. 

John Landstreet had an observing run in December on the Palomar Observa
tory P60-inch telescope which ran for 12 clea r nights. He was obtaining mag
netic observations of several bright, short-period Ap stars as part of a 
program being carried on with Ermanno Borra (Laval) . 

Roland Poeckert has accepted a research associateship at the Dominion 
Astrophysical Observatory a t victoria. 

Continued from Page 15 

If you are interested in attending, and would like to receive 
registration information, please write to: 

PROFESSOR JOHN R. PERCY 
DEPARTMENT OF ASTP.ONOMY 
UNIVERSITY OF TOROlITO 
TORONTO. Cg:ADA H5S lA7 

As soon as possible. 

Rooms for single persons and married persons (unaccompanied 
by children) will be available in the University residences 
at a nominal cost. There will be a modest registration fee 
for participants from outside t he University of Toronto. 

VonaJ.d A. MacRae 
ChoJ..;'rman. a.rtd V.ur.ec:to/t 



NOTICES OF MEETINGS 

r~partment of As tronomy 
David Dunlap Observatory 

J U N Z INS TIT UTE 1977 

M)DE~l ASTP.cNOl!Y AND ASTFOPHYSICS 

'!'he Graduate Departnent of Ast r onomy and the David Dunlap 
Observatory of the university of Toronto announce the 1977 
JUNE INSTITUTE. This ~il1 be held from TUESDAY ~AY 31 to 
FRIDAY JUNE 3 inclusive, on the St. George campus of the 
University. Four invited speakers will each present four 
lectures on topics related to recent developments in astronomy 
and astrophysics. The speakers and their major fields of 
interest are: 

ANNE P. CO,"1LEY - University of lAichigan and Dominion 
Astrophysical Observatory, Victoria 

8buvty StaM, OpUc.a.i.· CounteJr.pa..1I.U 0 t. X -MY So u/tC.e..6 

mmETH A. potn-TDS - University of Leicester, England 

X-1t.4IJ A/,Wttomy 

BEATRICE M. TINSLEY - Yale t!niversity 

. Galaxy Evolutiott, Co~motogy 

. DONALD G. YORK - Princeton University 

The proceedings will be informal, and there will be many 
opportunities for the speakers and participants to meet 
together, during the day and at evening social events. 

Graduate students, faculty tembers and other scientists whose 
interests lie in C;1e or core of these fields are invited to 
attend And oarticipct~. 

Continued on Page 14 
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SYMPOSIUM ON PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES 

Ottawa, August 16-19, 1977 

A Symposium on Planetary Atmospheres, jointly sponsored by the 
Royal Society of Canada and the Herzberg Institute of Astrophysics, 
NRC, will take place in the Auditorium of the National Research 
Council, 100 Sussex Drive, from Tuesday, August 16 to Friday, 
August 19, 1977. 

The Symposium has been planned to cover broadly the current 
situation and recent advances in the study of the atmospheres of the 
inner and outer planets . 

Some 35 invited papers will be presented on topics relating to 
planetary spectroscopy, aeronomy, meteorology, the results of the 
Viking probes and other related subjects. 

The meeting will consist mainly of invited speakers and dis
cussion. 

The Symposium will precede immediately the IAGA-IAMAP Assembly 
in Seattle with which the program has been coordinated. 

The keynote address will be given by Dr. Gerhard Herzberg, 
internationally known scientist , and winner of a Nobel prize in 
recognition of his contributions to the knowledge of electronic 
structure and geometry of molecules, particularly free radicals. 

Scientific sessions on six topics are planned. These will 
take place in the morning and afternoon during each of the four days 
of the Symposium. The final session will include a panel discussion 
of the Viking results. 

To receive further information write to: 

K. Charbonneau, Executive Secretary 
Symposium on Planetary Atmospheres 
c/o National Research Council of Canada 
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada KIA OR6 

The final announcement of the meeting, which will contain com
plete details of the program, registration and accommodation forms 
etc., will be mailed in May to those who have expressed an interest 
in attending. 


